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The limitations of current electron microscopy data curation practices are felt whenever a scientist wishes 
to share and revisit data. As soon as raw instrument data is written to a file, determining the contents of 
each file (with and without proprietary software) tends to be a serial, time-consuming task. In some cases, 
an image thumbnail may be available, but the thumbnail alone usually lacks readily accessible contextual 
information which makes it valuable. This causes scientists to comb through files sequentially, sometimes 
requiring instrument or detector-specific proprietary software to view data and metadata. This method of 
data examination limits the significance of each file to a combination of the researcher’s notes or memory, 
OS-generated metadata (file size and time stamp), and perhaps file naming convention. This is not a 
tractable premise for the hundreds of images for a given sample, thousands of images that may have 
contributed to publications, and hard drives full of project data contributed by multiple researchers over 
the span of a project. Ultimately, individually managed data and metadata based on project discipline, 
chronological order, or some other arbitrary user preference is fundamentally lacking in transparency, 
longevity and reusability.  
 
With an increasing demand of reproducibility of research produced by public funds, we are shifting 
towards thoughtful data coordination and curation. We summarized that the ideal laboratory information 
management system (LIMS) would be centered on the FAIR (Findable, Archivable, Interoperable, 
Reusable) data principle. We are presenting a pilot use-case based on the T2C2 4CeeD curation and 
coordination framework [1] for a share-used electron microscopy facility within NIST. Metadata from 
proprietary data formats are curated using HyperSpy[2]-based extractors. For this presentation, we will 
share the progress we made and the lessons we learned in tackling this ambitious but essential step in 
modernizing electron microscopy data infrastructure [3]. 
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Figure 1. 
T2C2 
screenshot. 
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